
Direct your financial resources and
design the life you want

FIND YOUR UNIQUE
PATH TO CULTIVATE
WEALTH



WHY DON'T YOU DON'T
HAVE MONEY FOR THE
THINGS YOU WANT?

It's common to complain about money. You don't have enough to travel, to
go out to eat, to reach your goals. 

In many cases, this dissatisfaction comes the fact that few people actually
spend their money according to their values and priorities. I know. I used to
have piles of stuff I didn't care about, all while bemoaning the fact that I
didn't have enough money to travel.

DOES YOUR SPENDING ALIGN WITH
YOUR VALUES?

So often, rather than thinking about "why" you're spending money, you just
... spend.

 
We often disconnect our money from our values, just spending on a certain
house or the "right" car. Perhaps you, like me, didn't really think about all
the knick-knacks you picked up along the way. Maybe you got a house
because you were "supposed" to, and those expenses are keeping you from
all the travel you want to do. Or maybe you have a closet full of things you
only used once, and are wondering why you get to the end of the month
with nothing left over.

Rather than letting your money control you, and spending on things and
experiences that others focus on, take control.

Think about your values and set new spending priorities designed to enrich
your life. When you start spending money based on what matters most,
you take control. You see yourself as a director of your financial resources,
choosing the things and experiences that enrich your life.

Let's take a look at how you can set financial priorities that help you design
the lifestyle you want. 

LET YOUR VALUES BE YOUR GUIDE

SET THE RIGHT PRIORITIES



WHAT'S IMPORTANT
TO YOU?

"Too many people spend money they haven't earned

to buy things they don't want to impress people they

don't like" — Will Rogers

The process of establishing your financial priorities

starts by deciding what matters most to you .

What do you value ,  and why?

Don 't reel off "values" that are popular ,  or you that you

think others approve of .  As long as you continue

paying money for things and experiences you don 't

really care about ,  you 'll be unhappy — and there 's a

good chance you 'll be broke as well .

Deconstruct the "why" behind your choices

We 're encouraged from a young age to buy what

others are buying and to follow the lifestyle path

we 're told is the "right" way .  Few of us stop to think

about what we want and why we 're doing what we do .

Grow up ,  attend college ,  start a job ,  marry ,  have 2 .5

children ,  buy a house ,  purchase a large TV ,  vacation at

Disneyland ,  retire at 65 .

Perhaps you want these things in your life .  There 's

nothing wrong with that .  What 's wrong is using debt

to buy a car to impress your brother-in-law — even if

you 'd rather use the money for something else .

 



Why do you want that car?

Why do you want to go to Hawaii?

Why do you want a job as an accountant?

Why are you trying to have a child?

Why do you want a high-end bread machine?

I tried walking the path I was "supposed" to for nearly

35 years .  Got married on cue ,  had a child ,  bought a

house .  I never stopped to question why I was doing

these things .  Why these were the actions I took and

the items I bought .  

My divorce changed everything .  I wondered why

things weren 't working out — I followed the path .  But I

also asked myself a very important question :

Did I even like my life before the divorce?

The answer ,  for the most part ,  was no .  

My ex is a great person — we 're still friends and talk

regularly ,  even though he asked to end our marriage .

However ,  we wanted different things out of life .  Hence

the divorce .  

Rather than just going along ,  I started thinking about

what I wanted my life to look like .  I started thinking

about why I wanted my life to look a certain way .  

Asking yourself why is the first step toward setting

your priorities and changing the way you interact with

money .  

Get down to the nitty-gritty of your decisions .  

  



Asking this question is important .  I have a friend who

wants to go to Hawaii because so many family

members have been .  They talk about all the amazing

things they 've done in Hawaii .

When she 's being honest ,  though ,  she talks about how

she wants to return to Europe .  She 's been twice but

would like to go another time ,  stay longer ,  and

explore areas she hasn 't been to yet .

However ,  she 's planning a trip to Hawaii because she 's

"supposed" to want to go experience a tropical

paradise .  Plus ,  she feels left out .

It 's hard to get beyond that feeling .  No one likes to be

left out .  But if you want to be happier with your

decisions and how you use your money ,  you need to

get to the heart of the matter and acknowledge the

situation .  Have a hard conversation with yourself

about your motives .

If the answer to why is ,  "everyone else is doing it" or

"because I 'm supposed to , "  that 's a sign .

A clear sign you 're wasting your money on something

that doesn 't actually matter to you .

Identify your values

Now that you have a better understanding of the

motivations behind your spending ,  and now that

you 've acknowledged that some of the ways you 've

been spending aren 't the best use of your resources ,

it 's time to figure out what you value .  

  



Start by thinking about what 's important to you .  What

do you enjoy spending your money on?

I like experiences .  I enjoy seeing new places and

trying new things .  I like spending time with family

and friends and eating delicious food .  These are

expenditures that I think are well worth the cost .

Giving money to charity ,  setting aside money for the

future ,  helping my son with college ,  and participating

in local politics also matter .  

Some people like collecting action figures .  It gives

them something to do and they enjoy the thrill of the

chase — finding a rare figure to add to the collection .

Maybe you enjoy staying at home and watching

movies ,  which is why you want to spend money to

create a theater room .

There's nothing wrong with how you spend your
money when you're buying things and experiences
that matter to you and enrich your life — as long
as you can afford the cost.

Figure out what matters to you and break free from

the idea that there are "right" and "wrong" ways to use

your money .  As long as you aren 't harming anyone or

breaking laws ,  whatever you find inside yourself is the

"right" answer for you .

Once you have an understanding of your why ,  and you

establish your values ,  it 's possible to move forward

and set your priorities .    

 



WHAT AREAS OF YOUR LIFE ARE MOST
IMPORTANT TO YOU?  
family, work, faith, friends, volunteer, community, travel, etc. 

MONEY EXERCISE:
IDENTIFY YOUR VALUES

DO YOU PREFER EXPERIENCES OR
THINGS? 
maybe both? write your thoughts below



WHY DO YOU ENJOY THESE
EXPERIENCES OR THINGS? DO THEY
ADD VALUE TO YOUR LIFE?
brainstorm your thoughts below

WHAT RECENT SPENDING HASN'T
ALIGNED WITH YOUR VALUES OR
HELPED YOU REACH GOALS?
list below, after reviewing your recent bank statements or
budget app



Needs are things required to survive. Food, shelter, and

clothing are needs. Also, reliable transportation to get you to

work is a need if you don't work from home. If you do work

from home, reliable internet access is a need.

Wants are things that you prefer to have. Not getting them

won't result in your death or a severely limited quality of life.

It would be nice to spend money only on the things you value.

The unfortunate reality, though, is you have needs. Sometimes,

setting priorities means that you have to make some items

priorities right now. Timing is part of the process.

The very first things to take care of each month when setting your

financial priorities are your needs.

Needs vs. wants

Before you can set other financial priorities, you need to

understand the difference between needs and wants.

This is pretty basic Personal Finance 101 stuff. But because it's

simple, it doesn't mean it's easy. Here's a quick refresher:

Unfortunately, it's easy to turn wants into perceived needs. Yes,

you need food. But you don't need to eat out. Sure, a house is

important, but does your three-person family need a home with

six bedrooms? 

Carefully think about what you actually need and prioritize those

items. If wants are creeping in there, look for ways to cut them

back. This is especially important if your spending doesn't

currently align with your values.

Separate the needs — the real needs — from the faux needs. These

are your first financial priorities.

TAKE CARE OF YOUR
NEEDS



Obligations

We all have obligations. These might not be true needs in terms of

survival, but they should be discharged if possible.

Obligations are things like debt payments. They might be legal

obligations as well, like child support and spousal support. You

might not need these items, but they should be high on your list

of things to tackle in your budget or spending plan.

After taking care of your needs, your obligations should come next

on your priority list.

When deciding where your money goes, earmark what you

require for needs and obligations first, and discharge those duties

as quickly as possible. That way, you can reduce your worry about

where the money will come from.



MONEY EXERCISE:
WHAT ARE YOUR 
REAL  NEEDS AND
OBLIGATIONS?

 Review your recent spending and identify the actual needs and
obligations. List them below.



As you begin spending according to your financial priorities,

trimming the fat is the first step. There are plenty of great

resources out there designed to help you cut grocery costs,

refinance to a lower mortgage payment, or even reduce your

utility bills. 

There are apps like Ibotta that you can use or install in your

browser to get cashback on the items you routinely purchase.

Depending on your situation, you might be able to negotiate your

debt payment or get a reduced interest rate. 

You don't have to pay a lot of money just because something is a

need or obligation. It's especially important to look for ways to

spend less on these items when they aren't important to you. (This

doesn't apply to legal obligations — you shouldn't skimp on child

support or spousal support.)

Get rid of unimportant spending

Now that you've reduced what you're spending on the necessities

and obligations, it's time to focus on the unimportant spending.

Remember how you've asked yourself, "Why?" You've identified

your values, so now it's time to put those principles into practice.

Go through your regular expenses and ask yourself why you're

spending your money. Then, determine whether the spending fits

with your values and overall vision for your life.

I was surprised one day to realize I had too many knick-knacks on

display in my home. How did that happen? Well, I'd see

something I thought was pretty and I'd buy it without stopping to

think about it. By the time realized there wasn't enough room for

one more knick-knack, I understood that I had spent enough that

I could have had a great vacation with all the money I'd spent on

yet another little crystal or figurine for my bookshelf.

TRIM THE FAT

https://mirandamarquit.com/ibotta


Do I NEED it? Is it essential to my survival?

Will it help me reach one of my objectives? Does spending

this money help me hit my future wealth goals, go on a

vacation, or free up time to volunteer?

Will it help others? Am I spending on things that are helpful,

like college for my son or supporting a local charity?

Does it enrich my life? Is my life better when I attend the

symphony or get a pedicure? 

I also realized I had a kitchen full of novelty items. How often do I

use that grilled cheese sandwich maker? When am I using the

electric tortilla warmer?

Not very often at all.

If you're going to use it, and it "sparks joy" — as Marie Kondo says —

keep it, spend money on it. But the idea is to really think about

what you're buying before you buy it. 

Questions to ask before you make a purchase

Before I move forward with a purchase, whether it's a vacation or

a new chair for my living room, I ask myself four  questions:

These are the questions I created for myself as a way to take a

step back and evaluate my purchases. They are based on my own

values and priorities. 

In order to make a purchase, I need to answer yes to at least one
of these questions. If the answer to all four questions is "No," then I

walk away and don't spend the money.

You need to come up with your own questions, based on your

own values. As you can see, my questions make room for

enjoyment as well as covering the essentials.

Additionally, as your financial situation improves and

circumstances change, you might switch up your questions. Back

in the day, I needed to prioritize paying down debt, but that's not

an issue today. My situation changed — and so did my priorities.



WHAT FOUR QUESTIONS WOULD
HELP YOU EVALUATE EACH
PURCHASE YOU MAKE?  
consider what you want need and want to accomplish.
think about what's most pressing.

MONEY EXERCISE:
CREATE YOUR QUESTIONS



LIST YOUR 15 MOST RECENT
PURCHASES
Does each one meet the test? 
Which category of question does it fit into?
Be honest. Identify the unimportant items.



Ask for a raise

Apply for a higher-paying job

Get a second part-time job

Start a side hustle business

Sell created products or services (ebooks, courses, etc.)

Take on gig economy work in your spare time

Invest (stocks, property, crypto, real estate, etc.)

Rent out part of your home or your car

At some point, if you want to set spending priorities that allow you

to enjoy your life, you need to increase your income. 

There's only so much you can cut out of your finances.

Don't let anyone tell you that it's possible to frugal your way to

wealth or financial security. It works for some people, but most of

us just need more money. Ideas to increase your income include:

You might need to combine strategies to increase your income

and some strategies can take a while to bear fruit. For example, I

was investing in my travel fund for two years before it really saw

some traction as a way for me to fund my trips. Now, with

dividend reinvestment and capital growth, I can pretty much just

take what I need for travel, even as I continue setting aside money

in the fund each month.

INCREASE YOUR
INCOME



LIST 3 WAYS YOU CAN START
INCREASING YOUR INCOME BELOW
consider your time and energy 

MONEY EXERCISE:
IDEAS FOR INCREASING
INCOME



Pay for the important things (needs, objectives)

Spend the rest of the money on things that help others and

enrich my life

Once you eliminate the unimportant spending and reduce your

costs on required spending as much as possible, you should be

able to find ways to direct resources in a way that feels more

empowering to you. 

You don't have to use the word budget

I don't like the idea of budgeting. I know that it's all about

mindset, but I just have a view of budgeting that feels like it's

restrictive and reactionary. Instead, I like to think of it in terms of

directing my financial resources. 

My spending philosophy essentially boils down to:

Basically, I call it a spending philosophy and use my money as a

means to an end — designing and living a lifestyle I enjoy.

Money as a means to an end

Thinking of money as a means to an end can help you figure out

where it's going to do the most good for you. Paying the bills

ensures that I have a roof over my head and that I live a

comfortable lifestyle at home. 

Setting money aside in a tax-advantaged retirement account is

about continuing my desired lifestyle later in life when I might

want to work less. 

Putting money into causes I believe in allows me to help others in

the community and invest in my town so that my son and I can

continue to enjoy living here.

DIRECT YOUR
RESOURCES



Rent (need)

Insurance (need/objective)

Charity (help others)

Travel fund (objective/enrich my life)

Son's 529 (help others)

Tax-advantaged retirement account (objective)

Groceries (need)

Clothing (need/enrich life)

Hair/nails (enrich life)

Theater/symphony tickets (enrich life)

Spending time downtown or with friends/family  (enrich life)

Camping/hiking/outdoors (enrich life)

I use a taxable investment account as my travel fund. Each

month, money goes into that fund so that I have money available

to take trips since travel is one of my priorities.

For me, as long as the bills are paid and my objectives are being

met, I can spend my money on whatever else I want.

Automate what you can

Most of my money is automated. That way, I know the important

items are taken care of. My order of operations for my own money

includes automated payments for:

Other expenses that are variable often include:

By automating what I can, I ensure that the necessities are

covered and that I'm working toward my long-term goals. The

non-automated spending can be used to help me enjoy my life —

and I don't have to worry about pinching pennies because all of

my spending is in line with my values. 

At the start of my journey, I struggled because I had to cut out

things I wanted to do. However, as I learned to better identify

which purchases actually fit my values and lifestyle, it became

easier to prune what I began to view as money-wasters.



YOUR CASH FLOW IS HOW YOUR
MONEY MOVES THROUGH YOUR
PERSONAL ECONOMY
list the items you can automate

MONEY EXERCISE:
SET UP A MONEY SYSTEM

list the items you can set reminders for



REVIEW DUE DATES
how do your bill due dates connect with your regular
income? 

list out your due dates, pay dates, and decide when you can
set up other transfers.

NOW THAT YOU KNOW, GO TO YOUR
ACCOUNTS AND ARRANGE FOR
TRANSFERS AND AUTOMATIC BILL PAY
SO YOUR MOST IMPORTANT PRIORITIES
AND OBJECTIVES ARE COVERED.



Depending on where you're at and what stage of your finances

you've reached, you might direct your finances differently.

One of my objectives, when I had a lot of debt, was to get rid of it

quickly, so debt pay down was a high priority. Now that my son is

in college, I've adjusted how much goes into the 529 and

redirected those funds elsewhere.

Your priorities are likely to change as your finances improve, as

you accomplish your goals, and as life circumstances arise. Adding

(or losing) a partner can change things up. I know my priorities

and spending have been different since my divorce.

One of the easiest things to do to get started is to make a list of all

your spending. Look at bank statements or your budgeting app.

Once you have your list, order everything from most important to

least important.

If you're facing a budget crunch, cross off the least important

items — those at the bottom of the list. When you have to make

these choices, it's easier if it's something you care less about.

This is a useful exercise to do at least once a year. In fact, it
makes sense to revisit your values, objectives, and spending
questions at least once a year. 

Spending creep can lead to dissatisfaction with your money and

your life. Taking the time each year to evaluate and adjust can

help you stay on track and remain happier with what's going on.

Once you learn to prioritize in a way that empowers you to direct

your financial resources according to your values, you're more

likely to reach your goals and feel better about your life.

You'll be confident in your decisions — and you'll no longer be

frustrated because you can't live the life you want.

TWEAK AS YOU GO



RESOURCES

SETTING VALUES AND DESIGNING YOUR
FINANCES

SAVING MONEY AND GROWING
WEALTH

INTERESTED IN FREELANCE
WRITING FOR A LIVING?

Further help for cultivating your wealth so
you can gain freedom and flexibility 

How to set up your finances to create your
dream lifestyle
How to determine your investing priorities
Celebrating your financial progress
All about my spending plan (how I don't
budget)
How to set money goals that enrich your life

 

Tools and resources I use to manage my
money
My guide on how to start investing
How I fund my travel with a taxable
investment account

I've been able to change my life and make the
most of every dollar and every moment because
of freelancing. Freelance writing isn't for
everyone, but if you're interested in taking the
next step, I have a free webinar on how to
launch your freelance writing career in 5 steps.
Check it out.

https://mirandamarquit.com/create-your-dream-lifestyle/
https://mirandamarquit.com/investing-priorities/
https://mirandamarquit.com/financial-progress/
https://mirandamarquit.com/create-spending-plan/
https://mirandamarquit.com/how-to-set-money-goals/
https://mirandamarquit.com/make-the-most-of-your-money/
https://mirandamarquit.com/how-to-start-investing/
https://mirandamarquit.com/investing-for-short-term-goals-my-travel-fund/
https://www.freelancewriteracademy.com/webinar-registration
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